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METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR ANALYZING AND OPTIMIZING
DISTRIBUTION OF WORK FROM A PLURALITY OF QUEUES

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

[0001] Not applicable.

STATEMENT REGARDING FEDERALLY SPONSORED RESEARCH OR

DEVELOPMENT

[0002] Not applicable.

REFERENCE TO A SEQUENCE LISTING, A TABLE, OR COMPUTER PROGRAM

LISTING COMPACT DISC APPENDIX

[0003] Not applicable.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0004] The invention relates generally to queue management, and more specifically to a

method and system for analyzing and optimizing the distribution of work from a plurality

of queues.

[0005] In many business processes, an individual or team has an assigned list or queue of

items to work through. There may be several queues containing different types of items

to be worked. Often these queues are combined in non-systematic or ad hoc ways as it is

different and not well understood how to correlate across queues containing different

types of items. This results in the items from the different queues being ranked in an

order that may not represent their true relative value or worth.

[0006] Each individual or team has a limited number of items that it is able to work

within a given period of time. Also, while there may be a value associated with working

an item, there is also cost associated with working each item. Given a set of resources, it

is often the team manager's or some other individual's job to assess the different queues

over time and to decide how to best work the queues and the items within the queues in

order to achieve the highest return on investment for the business. As the number of

types of items increases, this task becomes more difficult. Also, given there is a cost to

work each item, the return on the business' investment in working items reduces as the



value associated with an item reduces. It is also the responsibility of the team manager or

another individual to decide which items in a queue should not be worked at all.

Sometimes it may be cost beneficial and increase a business' return on investment not to

work particular items within a queue. There is no automated process for optimizing how

and whether the items among many sets of queues should be worked.

SUMMARY

[0007] According to one embodiment of the invention, it is appreciated that one industry

that could benefit from optimizing work item queues is the banking industry. In

particular, there are many types of fraud that fraudsters attempt to perpetrate upon the

banking industry. Example fraud activities include ATM fraud, check fraud and credit

card fraud. Each bank typically has a set of analysts tasked with identifying potential

fraud activities and then working the identified list of potential fraud activities by

investigating each activity to determine whether it is a fraudulent activity. Within the

bank's set of analysts, there may be subsets of analysts tasked with working each type of

fraud. For example, there may be sets of ATM fraud analysts, check fraud analysts and

credit card fraud analysts. These analysts work to identify and prevent fraudulent

transactions before money is transferred out of the bank. Many banks also have one or

more systems or sets of tools that are used to generate lists of potential fraud activities.

Analysts of the bank work the potential fraud activities identified on these lists.

According to one embodiment, it is appreciated that a method for analyzing and

optimizing the distribution of work from a plurality of queues may be beneficial in

dealing with potential fraud activities.

[0008] There are many models known in the art for predicting whether an activity is a

potential fraud activity and assigning a level of probability that an activity is a fraud

activity. Traditionally, a manager of the fraud team must use these fraud models to

determine which transactions are potentially fraudulent and decide how to best invest

each fraud analyst's time to obtain the maximum return on investment for the bank. In

certain situations, it may be beneficial not to investigate a particular potential fraud item.

For example, it is appreciated that if the likelihood of the transaction being fraudulent is

low, and the monetary value of the transaction is less than the cost to investigate the



transaction, the bank may have a higher return on investment if it does not investigate a

particular transaction. The bank may also invest the saved money in other areas, or

invest their time in investigating transactions having higher value.

[0009] It is also appreciated that the number of fraud analysts and investigators in a

department and the number of queue items worked is often determined based on a large,

inflexible time scale with gross inflexible sizing. Similarly, the ongoing allocation of

analysts to fraud queues is often based on historical losses at the bank in a fashion that

does not allow for efficient short term (e.g., intraday) adjustment of resources. In

addition, the current methods for allocating resources are far from optimal, as no

quantitative attempt is made to compare the potential fraud alerts for different types of

fraud to generate a master queue of potential fraud alerts to be investigated.

[0010] Aspects of the present invention relate generally to a method and system for

analyzing and optimizing the distribution of work from a plurality of queues. Such

queues may contain different types of data items. According to one embodiment, each of

the data items has an associated monetary value and a potential impact if not worked.

For example, there may be queue of potential ATM fraud activities, a queue of potential

check fraud activities and a queue of potential credit card fraud activities. In one

implementation, each of the data items in these queues has a monetary value if worked by

an analyst, for example the value of the transaction, and is either a valid transaction or a

fraudulent transaction.

[0011] According to one embodiment, historical data may be stored in a database,

including sets of different types of data items. Each of the data items may have an

associated monetary value. Continuing with the bank fraud example discussed above,

data items may be stored associated with previously reviewed ATM fraud activities,

check fraud activities and credit card fraud activities. Further, a relative score may be

assigned to each of the data items within the sets. For instance, in the banking example,

each of the fraud activities may be assigned a relative score. In one embodiment, the

relative score is determined as a function of the likelihood that the potential fraud activity

is actual fraud. A method according to one aspect of the invention may include

calculating a cumulative monetary value for each relative score. In one embodiment, the

cumulative monetary value for each relative score is calculated by aggregating the



monetary values for all of the transactions having relative scores up to and including the

relative score. In another embodiment, the cumulative monetary value is the summation

of the monetary values for all items having relative scores less than and including the

relative score.

[0012] The method may further include determining the maximum value of the

cumulative monetary values calculated and its corresponding relative score. In one

embodiment, the corresponding relative score is used to determine which items to work

in a set of items that has not yet been worked. In the banking example, the relative score

corresponding to the maximum cumulative monetary value would be used to identify

which items in queues of potential fraud items to assign to analysts to investigate or

work.

[0013] Another aspect of the present invention relates to a user interface of a fraud

detection and work management system that indicates potential fraud items to a user, and

indicates a relative score that indicates which potential fraud items should be worked.

Such an interface may indicate a monetary value of a potential fraud item to the user.

The interface may also present comparative information to the user in the interface that

indicates which item(s) should be worked first, and in what priority.

[0014] One aspect of the invention provides an automated method for combining queues

containing different types of items. Another aspect of the invention is to provide an

automated method for determining which items in the different queues to work. Yet

another aspect of the invention is to enable a business to focus on the items that

statistically have the largest return on investment. Still another aspect of the invention is

to enable businesses to efficiently and optimally allocate resources to work items in a

group of queues.

[0015] According to one aspect of the present invention, a computer-implemented

method for analyzing investment in time and resources in reviewing potential fraud

activities is provided. The method comprises acts of (a) storing historical data in a

database, the historical data comprising a first plurality of potential fraud items having a

first type and a second plurality of potential fraud items having a second type, each of the

first and second plurality of potential data items having a fraud determination and an

associated monetary value, (b) assigning a relative score to each of the potential fraud



items within the first and second plurality of fraud items, (c) calculating a cumulative

monetary value for each relative score, the cumulative monetary value being the

summation of associated monetary values for all potential fraud items having relative

scores up to and including the relative score, and (d) determining a maximum cumulative

monetary value and corresponding relative score. According to one embodiment of the

present invention, the method further comprises an act of using the corresponding relative

score to determine which potential fraud items in a set to analyze. According to another

embodiment of the invention, the method further comprises an act of using the

corresponding relative score to determine which potential fraud items in a plurality of

sets to analyze. According to another embodiment of the invention, a historical fraud

analyzer performs acts (a) - (d) and a current fraud analyzer performs an act of using the

corresponding relative score to determine which potential fraud items in the set to

analyze. According to another embodiment of the invention, the method further

comprises an act of generating a graph of the cumulative monetary values as a function of

relative score, prior to performing the act of determining the maximum cumulative value.

[0016] According to one embodiment of the present invention, the associated monetary

value of potential fraud items having a positive fraud determination is a function of

money saved in preventing a fraud event and a cost to investigate the potential fraud item.

According to another embodiment of the invention, the associated monetary value of

potential fraud items includes variable value, fixed costs and variable costs. According to

another embodiment of the invention, the fixed costs include a system implementation

cost, a system maintenance cost, and a human resource cost. According to another

embodiment of the invention, the variable costs include a cost analyst's time, a false

action rate and a cost of a false action. According to another embodiment of the

invention, the variable value includes a savings if a value transfer is prevented, a

probability preventing a value transfer when taking action, a rate of false inaction, and a

cost associated with inaction. According to another embodiment of the invention, the

associated monetary value of potential fraud items having a negative fraud determination

is a function of a cost to investigate the potential fraud item. According to another

embodiment of the invention, the act of assigning a relative score to each of the potential

fraud items further comprises acts of assigning first numerical scores to each potential



fraud item within the first plurality of fraud items, assigning second numerical scores to

each potential fraud item within the second plurality of potential fraud items, applying a

normalizing function to the second numerical scores to generate normalized numerical

scores, and using the first numerical scores and the normalized numerical scores as the

relative scores. According to another embodiment of the invention, the act of assigning a

relative score to each of the potential fraud items further comprises an act of using a fraud

detection model to detect fraud. According to another embodiment of the invention, the

fraud detection model includes a normalizing function.

[0017] According to one embodiment of the present invention, the fraud detection model

performs an act of generating a score for each of the potential fraud items. According to

another embodiment of the invention, the method further comprises the act of

approximating an anticipated return on investment value associated with analyzing for

each of the plurality of potential fraud items. According to another embodiment of the

invention, the act of determining the maximum cumulative monetary value and

corresponding relative score further comprises an act of using the anticipated return on

investment values. According to another embodiment of the invention, a first fraud

detection model is used to assign relative scores to each potential fraud item within the

first plurality of fraud items and a second fraud detection model is used to assign relative

scores to each potential fraud item within the second plurality of fraud items. According

to another embodiment of the invention, the first fraud detection model includes a first

normalizing function and the second fraud detection model includes a second

normalizing function. According to another embodiment of the invention, the method

further comprises repeating acts (b) - (d) for a plurality of first fraud detection models to

generate a plurality of maximum cumulative values and corresponding relative scores,

and comparing the plurality of first fraud detection models using the plurality of

maximum cumulative values and corresponding relative scores.

[0018] According to one embodiment of the present invention, the act of assigning a

relative score to each of the potential fraud items further comprises acts of applying a

series of normalizing functions to the second numerical scores to generate a series of

normalized numerical scores, and generating a series of relative scores using the first

numerical scores and the series of normalized numerical scores, and wherein the method



further comprises the acts of repeating acts (c) and (d) for each of the series of relative

scores to generate a series maximum cumulative monetary values and corresponding

relative scores, and determining a greatest maximum cumulative monetary value and

corresponding normalizing function. According to another embodiment of the invention,

the method further comprises generating a graph of the series of maximum cumulative

monetary values as a function of normalizing factor, prior to the act of determining the

greatest maximum cumulative value. According to another embodiment of the invention,

the act of using the corresponding relative score to determine which potential fraud items

in the set to analyze further comprises selecting the potential fraud items in the set having

a numerical score greater than or equal to the corresponding relative score for further

analysis.

[0019] According to one embodiment of the present invention, the first type of fraud is

selected from the group consisting of: first party fraud, third party fraud and collusive

fraud. According to another embodiment of the invention, the second type of fraud is

different than the first type of fraud and is selected from the group consisting of: first

party fraud, third party fraud and collusive fraud. According to another embodiment of

the invention, the method further comprises the act of using the maximum cumulative

monetary value to modify the fraud detection model. According to another embodiment

of the invention, the fraud detection model is defined using a plurality of parameters and

wherein the act of using the maximum cumulative monetary value to modify the fraud

detection model further comprises deforming at least one of the plurality of parameters to

change the maximum cumulative monetary value. According to another embodiment of

the invention, acts (a)-(d) are performed by a fraud detection system.

[0020] According to one aspect of the present invention, a system for analyzing

investment in time and resources in reviewing potential fraud activities comprises a

database adapted to store historical data, the historical data comprising a first plurality of

potential fraud items having a first type and a second plurality of potential fraud items

having a second type, each of the first and second plurality of potential data items having

a fraud determination and an associated monetary value, a score generator adapted to

assign a relative score to each of the potential fraud items within the first and second

plurality of fraud items, a calculator adapted to calculate a cumulative monetary value for



each relative score, the cumulative monetary value being the summation of associated

monetary values for all potential fraud items having relative scores up to and including

the relative score, and a component adapted to determine a maximum cumulative

monetary value and corresponding relative score. According to one embodiment of the

present invention, the system further comprises a queue generator adapted to determine,

based on the corresponding relative score, an order of potential fraud items in a set to

analyze. According to another embodiment of the invention, the system further

comprises a current fraud analyzer that is adapted to use the corresponding relative score

to determine which potential fraud items in the set to analyze. According to another

embodiment of the invention, the system further comprises a component adapted to

generate a graph of the cumulative monetary values as a function of relative score, prior

to determining the maximum cumulative value. According to another embodiment of the

invention, the system further comprises the associated monetary value of potential fraud

items having a positive fraud determination is a function of money saved in preventing a

fraud event and a cost to investigate the potential fraud item.

[0021] According to one embodiment of the present invention, the associated monetary

value of potential fraud items includes variable value, fixed costs and variable costs.

According to another embodiment of the invention, the fixed costs include a system

implementation cost, a system maintenance cost, and a human resource cost. According

to another embodiment of the invention, the variable costs include a cost analyst's time, a

false action rate and a cost of a false action. According to another embodiment of the

invention, the variable value includes a savings if a value transfer is prevented, a

probability preventing a value transfer when taking action, a rate of false inaction, and a

cost associated with inaction. According to another embodiment of the invention, the

associated monetary value of potential fraud items having a negative fraud determination

is a function of a cost to investigate the potential fraud item. According to another

embodiment of the invention, the score generator is adapted to assign first numerical

scores to each potential fraud item within the first plurality of fraud items, assign second

numerical scores to each potential fraud item within the second plurality of potential

fraud items, apply a normalizing function to the second numerical scores to generate

normalized numerical scores, and use the first numerical scores and the normalized



numerical scores as the relative scores. According to another embodiment of the

invention, the score generator uses a fraud detection model to detect fraud. According to

another embodiment of the invention, the fraud detection model includes a normalizing

function. According to another embodiment of the invention, the fraud detection model

performs an act of generating a score for each of the potential fraud items. According to

another embodiment of the invention, the system further comprises a component adapted

to approximate an anticipated return on investment value associated with analyzing for

each of the plurality of potential fraud items. According to another embodiment of the

invention, the component adapted to determine the maximum cumulative monetary value

and corresponding relative score further comprises a component that determines an

anticipated return on investment values.

[0022] According to one aspect of the present invention, a computer-readable medium

comprising computer-executable instructions that, when executed on a processor of a

server, perform a method for analyzing investment in time and resources in reviewing

potential fraud activities is provided. The computer-readable medium comprises acts of

(a) storing historical data in a database, the historical data comprising a first plurality of

potential fraud items having a first type and a second plurality of potential fraud items

having a second type, each of the first and second plurality of potential data items having

a fraud determination and an associated monetary value, (b) assigning a relative score to

each of the potential fraud items within the first and second plurality of fraud items, (c)

calculating a cumulative monetary value for each relative score, the cumulative monetary

value being the summation of associated monetary values for all potential fraud items

having relative scores up to and including the relative score, and (d) determining a

maximum cumulative monetary value and corresponding relative score.

[0023] According to one embodiment of the present invention, a computer system

comprises a memory, a display, and a processor adaptively coupled to the memory and

programmed to render a graphical user interface for analyzing investment in time and

resources in reviewing potential fraud activities. The graphical user interface comprises a

first display area configured to display a plurality of fraud items, wherein the first display

area is adapted to display an ordered list of fraud items based on a monetary value

determined for each of the respective plurality of fraud items. According to another



embodiment of the present invention, the graphical user interface is adapted to display to

a user an indication of at least one monetary value determined for at least one respective

fraud item. According to another embodiment of the invention, the graphical user

interface is adapted to display a cumulative monetary value for at least one of the

plurality of fraud items. According to another embodiment of the invention, the

graphical user interface is adapted to display cumulative monetary values for at least two

respective ones of the plurality of fraud items, and wherein the graphical user interface is

adapted to indicate a maximum monetary value among the displayed cumulative

monetary values.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0024] The invention is pointed out with particularity in the appended claims. The above

and further advantages of this invention may be better understood by referring to the

following description taken in conjunction with the accompanying drawings, in which:

[0025] FIG. 1 is a block diagram of an embodiment of a system for analyzing and

optimizing the distribution of work from a plurality of queues;

[0026] FIG. 2 is pictorial view of an embodiment of a historical data database and tables

storing different types of data;

[0027] FIG. 2A is a pictorial view of an embodiment of a historical data database storing

historical ATM fraud data, check fraud data and credit card fraud data;

[0028] FIG. 3 is a flowchart representation of an embodiment of a process for analyzing

and optimizing the distribution of work from a plurality of queues;

[0029] FIG. 4 is a block diagram of an embodiment of a system for generating a set of

ranked queues and combining the queues into a single ranked queue;

[0030] FIG. 5 is a block diagram of an embodiment of a system for combining sets of

ranked queues into a single ranked queue;

[0031] FIG. 6 is a pictorial view of a graph of cumulative monetary value as a function of

relative score;

[0032] FIG. 7 is a flowchart representation of an embodiment of a process for adjusting

the normalizing function used to combine the sets of ranked queues into a single ranked

queue to generate the greatest return on investment;



[0033] FIG. 7Ais a pictorial view of a graph of cumulative monetary value as a function

of relative score for different normalizing factors; and

[0034] FIG. 8 is a pictorial view of a screenshot showing a graph of the maximum values

of the curves in FIG. 7A as a function of normalizing factor.

[0035] Like reference characters in the respective drawn figures indicate corresponding

parts.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0036] Referring to FIG. 1 and in brief overview, an embodiment of a system 10

constructed in accordance with the invention includes a historical data processing system

20 and a new and/or "yet to be worked" data processing system 30 that is configured to

store and track items to be worked. The historical data processing system 20 includes a

historical data processor 40 and a historical data database 50. The new data processing

system 30 includes a queue generator 60 and a plurality of databases 70. In the

embodiment shown, the historical data database 50 and the historical data processor 40

are connected via a communications link 80. Communications link 80 may be any type

of communication system by which historical data database 50 and historical data

processor 40 may communicate. For example, the historical data database 50 and the

historical data processor 40 may communicate by a global communications network (e.g.,

Internet, intranet or any other type or combination of networks). In yet another

embodiment, the historical data database 50 and the historical data processor 40 are parts

of the same computer or form parts of a distributed computer system.

[0037] An embodiment of the historical data database 50 is shown in greater detail in

FIG. 2 . Historical data database 50 stores data that has been previously collected and

analyzed. The historical data stored in the historical data database 50 is used to

determine which data items to analyze in a set of data items that have not yet been

analyzed in order to have the greatest return on investment.

[0038] According to one embodiment, historical database 50 may store data having a

plurality of data types. In the example shown in FIG. 2, the historical data database 50

stores a plurality of data tables 200, 205 and 210, each of the plurality of data tables 200,

205 and 210 storing data having a different data type. Data may also be stored in lists, in



a relational database, in an object-oriented database, in a spreadsheet, or in any other

method known in the art for storing information.

[0039] The Typei data table 200 may include an identifier field 215, a determination

value field 220 and a monetary value field 225 for the data items 230 stored in the table.

For example, the first data item 235 may include a data identifier Typei_Itemi, a

determination value of "true" and a monetary value of $100. Similarly, the second data

item 240 may include a data identifier Typei_Item 2, a determination value of "false" and

a monetary value of -$10,000. The remaining data tables, Type2 data table 205 through

the Type data table 210, may also include identifiers, determination values and

monetary values for each of the data items stored in the respective tables. In other

embodiments, the data tables 200, 205, 210 may include more or less information for

each data item.

[0040] FIG. 2A shows an embodiment of a historical data database 250 that may be used

to store historical data regarding different types of fraud activities. As described above,

there are many different types of bank fraud. In the embodiment shown, the historical

data database 250 may include an ATM fraud table 251, a check fraud table 252 and a

credit card fraud table 253. In other embodiments, historical data database 250 may

include more or less tables for different types of fraud activities. For each of the fraud

entries, ATM fraud table 251 may include a unique identifier 254, a fraud determination

255 and a monetary value 260. The unique identifier 254 may be an identifier assigned

by the entity that provided the data for the historical data database 250 or it may be an

identifier assigned by the system 10. In other embodiments, the unique identifier 254

may be a single identifier, or unique identifier 254 may be information describing the

data item, such as ATM location, account number, transaction date, transaction amount,

etc.

[0041] As described above, items in the historical data database 250 have been

previously investigated. Therefore, each of the entries in the ATM fraud table 251 has

been determined as a valid transaction or as a fraud activity. The ATM fraud table 251

may store this information in the fraud determination column 255. A value stored in the

fraud determination column may be in the form of true/false, fraud/not fraud, a binary



value, or any other value having two options to indicate whether a particular transaction

was determined to be fraud.

[0042] ATM fraud table 251 also stores a monetary value 260 for each of the items in the

table 251. Each of the items has an associated cost to investigate the item. In one

embodiment, the monetary value is a function of variable value, fixed costs and variable

costs. The costs include real-world costs, such as disruption of a customer's business, as

well as monetary costs. The monetary fixed costs may include a system implementation

cost, a system maintenance cost, and a human resource cost. In another embodiment, the

variable costs may include a cost analyst's time, a false action rate and a cost of a false

action. The costs may also vary depending on the size of the network to be investigated.

For example, a larger network costs more to investigate. In yet another embodiment, the

variable value includes a savings if a value transfer is prevented, a probability of

preventing a value transfer when taking action, a rate of false inaction, and a cost

associated with inaction.

[0043] Similar to the ATM fraud table 251, for each of the fraud entries, the check fraud

table 252 and the credit card fraud table 253 may include a unique identifier 265, 270 , a

fraud determination 275, 280 and a monetary value 285. 290. Unique identifiers 265, 270

may be identifiers assigned by the entity that provided the data for the historical data

database 250, such as the bank or credit card provider, or the identifiers may be assigned

by the system 10. In other embodiments, the unique identifiers 265, 270 may be single

numerical identifiers, or they may be information describing the data item. For example,

the identifiers 265 for the check fraud table 252, may include the bank, the bank routing

number, the checking account number, the check number, the amount of the transaction,

the date of the transaction the payee, etc. Identifiers 270 for the credit card fraud table

253 may include the credit card issuer, the bank identifier, the credit card number, the

credit card holder information, the date and time of the transaction, the location of the

transaction, and any other data that may be associated with a credit card transaction.

[0044] Also similar to the ATM fraud table 251, each of the entries in the check fraud

table 252 and the credit card fraud table 253 may have been determined to be a valid

transaction or fraud activity. The check fraud table 252 and the credit card fraud table

253 may store this information in the fraud determination columns 275, 280, respectively.



The value stored in the fraud determination column may be in the form of true/false,

fraud/not fraud, a binary value, or any other value having two options capable of

indicating whether an investigated transaction was fraud.

[0045] Finally, also similar to the ATM fraud table 251, the check fraud table 252 and

the credit card fraud table 253 may store a monetary value 285, 290, respectively, for

each of the entries.

[0046] Referring again to the block diagram of FIG. 1, the historical data processor 40

may include a relative score generator module 90, a cumulative monetary value

calculator 100 and a maximum value module 110. The data from the historical data

database 50 is the input to the relative score generator 90, and an output of a relative

score determined by maximum value module 110 may be provided and used by queue

generator 60 in determining an order of items in a queue.

[0047] The operation of the system 10 is described with reference to the flowchart of

FIG. 3 . In step 300, historical database 50 stores historical data items that have been

previously analyzed. Next, in step 305, relative score generator 90 assigns a relative

score to each of the data items stored by historical database 50. An embodiment of a

process for assigning the relative scores will be described below with reference to FIGs. 4

and 5 . In step 310, the cumulative monetary value calculator 100 calculates a cumulative

monetary value for each of the relative scores. In one embodiment, the cumulative

monetary value is determined as a function of a summation of all the monetary values

associated with the data items having relative scores up to and including the relative

score. In another embodiment, the cumulative monetary value is the summation of all the

monetary values associated with the data items having relative scores less than and

including the relative score.

[0048] In step 315, the maximum value module 110 determines the maximum cumulative

monetary value calculated by the cumulative monetary value calculator 100 in step 310.

The maximum value module 110 also determines the relative score associated with the

maximum cumulative monetary value in step 320.

[0049] As described above, new data processing system 30 may include a queue

generator 60 and a plurality of databases 70. The plurality of databases 70 provide input

to the queue generator 60. As discussed, the plurality of databases 70 may collect and



store data of different data types and provide different types of data to queue generator

60. Continuing with the bank fraud activity example, the plurality of databases 70 may

collect and store potential ATM fraud items, potential check fraud items, potential credit

card fraud items, etc. The potential fraud items in the plurality of databases 70 have not

yet been analyzed to determine if they are in fact fraud. In another embodiment, the

plurality of databases 70 may be a single database that stores the plurality of potential

items to be analyzed. The queue generator 60 includes a relative score generator 120, a

cost generator 125 and a queue or list generator 130. According to one embodiment, one

function of the queue generator 60 includes determining which of the data items from the

plurality of databases 70 to review in order to maximize the return on investment (ROI).

In one embodiment, queue generator may determine an order by which individual data

items may be processed to achieve such an ROI.

[0050] Returning to the flowchart of FIG. 3, in step 325, relative score generator 120

generates a relative score for each of the data items from the plurality of databases 70.

An embodiment of a process for assigning the relative scores will be described below

with reference to FIGs. 4 and 5 . In another embodiment, relative score generator 120 is

capable of generating a relative score for each of the data items from the plurality of

databases 70 at any time, and is independent of any processing by historical data

processor 20. In one embodiment, cost generator 125 determines the monetary value

associated with each of the data items.

[0051] In step 330, the list generator 130 uses the relative score associated with the

maximum cumulative monetary value that was determined in step 320 to determine

which of the data items from the plurality of databases 70 should be analyzed in order to

have the maximum return on investment. In one embodiment, list generator 130

generates a list 140 that contains all of the data items having a relative score up to and

including the relative score associated with the maximum cumulative monetary value that

was determined in step 320. In another embodiment, the list generator 130 generates a

list 140 that contains all of the data items having a relative score less than and including

the relative score associated with the maximum cumulative monetary value that was

determined in step 320. If worked, data items not included on the list 140 generated by

the list generator 130 will lower the overall return on investment realized by the business.



[0052] As described above in the discussion of FIGs. 2 and 2A, the data items stored in

the historical data database 50 may have different data types. FIG. 4 shows a block

diagram of an embodiment of a system for generating a set of ranked queues and

combining the queues into a single ranked queue. FIG. 4 shows an embodiment of a

process 400 for assigning the relative scores to data items having different data types.

Each of the data items 230 from the Typei data table 200 are processed through a scoring

modeli 410. Scoring modeli 410 assigns a relative score 420 to each of the data items

230 based on the properties and/or attributes of the data items 230. One purpose of the

relative scores is to rank each of the data items 230 within the list in order of priority or

worth. In one embodiment, the data items having a higher relative score have a higher

priority or worth. In another embodiment, the data items having a lower relative score

have a lower priority or worth. In yet another embodiment, data items may be assigned

the same relative score. In still another embodiment, each data item is required by the

system to have a unique relative score.

[0053] Similarly, scoring model2 425 may assign relative scores 430 to the data items in

the Type2 data table 205 and the scoring model 435 assigns relative scores 440 to the

data items in the Type data table 210. Scoring models 410, 425 and 435 may be the

same or different models. As the data items in the Typei 200, Type2 205 through Type

210 data tables are different types and therefore have different attributes and properties, it

is likely that the scoring models 410, 425 and 435 will be different. Any model known in

the art for assigning relative scores to a list of items may be used by the system 10.

[0054] Continuing the bank fraud activity example, the Typei table 200 may be the ATM

fraud table 251, the Type2 table 205 may be the check fraud table 252 and the Type

table 210 may be the credit card fraud table 253 The scoring modeli 410 assigns a

priority, rank or score to each item in the ATM fraud table 251; the scoring model2

assigns a priority, rank or score to each item in the check fraud table 252 and the scoring

modelN assigns a priority, rank or score to each item in the credit card fraud table 253.

The priority, rank or score creates an ordered ranking indicating which items have a

higher return on investment and should be analyzed for potential fraud.

[0055] As ATM fraud, check fraud and credit card fraud have different attributes or

properties, different models may be used to assign a relative score to each item within



each set. In one embodiment, the scoring models may include fraud detection models

which identify the potential of a particular activity being a fraud activity. In another

embodiment, the scoring model makes use the monetary value associated with a data item

to assign its relative score. In other embodiments, other elements may be used to assign

the relative scores. Examples of known fraud detection models that may be used include

neural net-based fraud models, Bayesian networks and rules-based models. However,

any appropriate fraud detection model known in the art may be used.

[0056] While the relative scores within a set make sense relative to other items within the

same set, the relative scores may not have meaning for items between sets. For example,

while the priority of each item within each type of fraud set is now determined, it may be

still necessary to create an overall priority or ranked list of every data item. The

combining module (also referred to herein as "normalizer") 445 combines the sets of

relative scores 420, 430, 440 from each of the scoring models 410, 425, 435 into a single

set of relative scores 450. Continuing the fraud example from above, the combining

module 445 combines the ATM fraud relative scores, the check fraud relative scores and

the credit card relative scores to create a single list ranking each fraud item with respect

to every other fraud item.

[0057] FIG. 5 shows a block diagram of one embodiment of a combining module 500

according to one aspect of the present invention. The combining module 500 includes

normalizing functioni 505; and normalizing function 2 510 through the normalizing

functionN 515. In another embodiment, the normalizing functions are part of the scoring

models. Outputs from the scoring modeli 410, the scoring model2 425 through the

scoring model 435 are provided as input to normalizing functioni 505, normalizing

function2 510 through the normalizing functionN 515, respectively. Normalizing

functions 505, 510, 515 may be the same or different functions. In one embodiment,

normalizing functions 505, 510, 515 are normalizing factors. In other embodiments,

normalizing functions 505, 510, 515 may be any function known in the art to normalize

values. Output from the combining module 500 may be provided as a list or table 520 of

all the data items of all the different data types, each with a normalized relative score.

[0058] As described above in the discussion of FIGs. 2 and 2A, each of the data items

may have an associated monetary value. Referring again to Fig. 1, once the normalized



relative scores are generated, the cumulative monetary value calculator 100 generates a

cumulative monetary value for each relative score, as shown in table 145. In one

embodiment, the cumulative monetary value may be determined as a summation of all

the monetary values associated with the data items having relative scores up to and

including the relative score. In another embodiment, the cumulative monetary value is

the summation of all the monetary values associated with the data items having relative

scores less than and including the relative score. Next, the maximum value module 110

determines the maximum cumulative monetary value calculated by the cumulative

monetary value calculator 100. The maximum value module 110 also determines the

relative score associated with the maximum cumulative monetary value.

[0059] In one embodiment, the maximum value module 110 generates a graph of the

cumulative monetary values 150 as a function of the relative scores 155. FIG. 6 shows an

example graph 600 of relative score 155 versus cumulative value 150. In another

embodiment, the graph is of the number of items worked versus cumulative value. As

the items in a queue are ranked and ordered based on their relative score, the number of

items worked may be correlated to the relative score values. The maximum value

module 110 determines the maximum value 610 of the curve 615, and its associated

normalized relative score 620. The normalized relative score 620 is the score that will be

used by the list generator 130 of the new data processing system 30 described above in

the discussion of FIG. 1.

[0060] The curve 615 is also referred to herein as the "Return on Investment Curve" or

"ROIC". The curve 615 models the return on investment over time when working or

investigating the historical data queues as a function of the number of items worked.

This allows for the assignment of an optimal number of items from a queue each day and

over time. In one embodiment, the items having a relative score up to and including the

relative score associated with the maximum cumulative monetary value are assigned to

be worked. In another embodiment, data items having a relative score less than and

including the relative score associated with the maximum cumulative monetary value are

assigned to be worked. This use of relative score may also allow a resource to be moved

from a queue of one type of data item to another type, even on a short term time period

(e.g., an intraday scale).



[0061] For example, if there are more of one type of data item than another having

relative scores greater than the relative score associated with the maximum cumulative

monetary value, then more resources should be assigned to that data type. Continuing

with the bank fraud example, if there are more ATM fraud items than check fraud items

having relative scores greater than the relative score associated with the maximum

cumulative monetary value, then more analysts should be assigned to investigate the

ATM fraud items. In summary, using multiple ROICs in tandem, and combining all

queue items into a single queue ranked by their relative expected return on investment, a

manager can compare the value of working disparate queue items. The invention

therefore allows for optimal cross-queue item assignment.

[0062] One aspect of the present invention is to maximize the return on investment of

time and resources in investigating or working queue items. In one embodiment of the

invention, an iterative process is used to determine the normalizing functions used by the

combining module 500 in order to generate a higher return on investment. The operation

of the historical data processing system 20 when used to adjust the normalizing functions

is described with reference to FIG. 7 . In step 700, the historical database 50 stores

historical data items that have been previously analyzed. Next, in step 705, the relative

score generator 90 assigns a relative score to each of the data items within each of the

sets of data types stored in the historical database 50. In step 710, the combining module

500 generates normalized relative scores for a first set of normalizing functions 505, 510,

515. The cumulative monetary value calculator 100 then calculates a cumulative

monetary value for each of the normalized relative scores in step 715, as described above.

[0063] Next, in step 720, the maximum value module 110 determines the maximum

cumulative monetary value calculated by the cumulative monetary value calculator 100

in step 715. The maximum value module 110 also determines the relative score

associated with the maximum cumulative monetary value in step 725. The process then

returns to step 710 and repeats steps 710 through 725 for a plurality of different

normalizing functions. Once the maximum monetary value has been determined for the

combining module using a plurality of different normalizing functions, the process

proceeds to step 730. In step 730, the system determines the greatest maximum monetary

value and the set of normalizing functions associated with the greatest maximum



monetary value. This set of normalizing functions is then used by the relative score

generator 120 of the queue generator 60 to generate normalized relative scores for the

data from the plurality of databases 70.

[0064] In one embodiment in which the maximum value module 110 generates a graph

of the cumulative values 145 as a function of the relative scores 155, the output of step

725 is a series of curves, one for each set of normalizing functions. FIG. 7A shows

example graphs 731, 732, 733 of relative score versus cumulative value for different sets

of normalizing functions. Each of the curves 734, 735, 736 has an associated maximum

value 737, 738, 739, respectively. In one embodiment, the normalizing function is a

normalizing factor. In one such embodiment, a curve combiner then generates a graph

800 of the maximum value of each of the return on investment curves (ROICs) 734, 735,

736 as a function of the normalizing factor η . An example graph 800 is shown in FIG. 8.

The curve 805 has a maximum value 810, which has an associated normalizing factor η

815. The normalizing factor 815 is the normalizing function that will be used by the

relative score generator 120 in generating normalized relative scores for the data from the

plurality of databases 70. In addition, the normalized relative score 620 associated with

the maximum value of the curve generated for the normalizing factor η 815 is the score

that will be used by the list generator 130 of the new data processing system 30 as

described above in the discussion of FIG. 1.

[0065] Historical data processing system 20 may also be used to evaluate different

scoring models. Referring again to the flowchart of FIG. 7, rather than returning to step

710 and repeating steps 710 through 725 for a plurality of different normalizing

functions, after step 725, the process returns to step 705 as indicated by the dashed line

and repeats steps 705 through 725 for a plurality of scoring models. Once the maximum

monetary value has been determined for a plurality of different scoring models, the

process proceeds to step 730. In step 730, the system determines the greatest maximum

monetary value and the scoring model associated with the greatest maximum monetary

value. This scoring model is then used by the relative score generator 120 of the queue

generator 60 to generate normalized relative scores for the data from the plurality of

databases 70. Continuing the banking fraud example, in this embodiment, the historical

data stored in the historical data database 50 can be used to evaluate the effectiveness of



the scoring models in predicting fraud as the fraud determination has already been made.

The ROICs may also be used to adjust the scoring models and to compare different

models in order to select which model to apply to which type of data.

[0066] Aspects of the present invention has many advantages over the prior art solutions.

First, according to certain embodiments, the ability is provided to learn from a history of

data items and apply the learning to day-to-day activities. Second, according to the some

embodiments, an ability to combine queues containing different data types is provided.

Third, the ability to optimize the distribution of work from a plurality of queues is

provided. By optimizing the distribution of work, certain aspects of the invention

optimize the value attained from working items in the queues. Fourth, certain

embodiments provide the ability for a manager to determine how far down a ranked

queue the team should work. Thus, a business may more adequately focus on the items

that statistically have the highest return on investment. By determining which items have

a higher return on investment to work, the efficiency of the team and of each individual is

improved. Fifth, certain embodiments may assist with staffing decisions, as the average

number of items/cases to investigate or work per day can be predicted. Finally, an ability

may be provided to predict the business' annual return on investment and the amount of

money the business may be expected to save per year. Further, return on investment

determinations for multiple fraud detection models may be used to compare the

effectiveness of such models to one another, and may be used as a tool to assess such

models. For instance, an ability may be provided to compare one or more fraud detection

models using maximum cumulative values and corresponding relative scores.

[0067] While the application of various aspects of the invention to analyzing and

optimizing the distribution of work from a plurality of potential bank fraud queues has

been described in detail, it will now be apparent to one of skill in the art that aspects of

the invention may be applied to any lists or queues of items that need to be gone through

or processed. For example, other industries in which the invention may be applied

include quality assurance, advertising, medical testing and insurance. In quality

assurance, there are often more items to be tested than time or resources allow. An

embodiment of the system according to the present invention may be used to determine

which items should be tested. In the advertising industry, there are more potential



avenues for advertising campaigns than a budget may allow. An embodiment of the

system according to the present invention may be used to determine which advertising

mechanisms will have the greatest return on investment. In the medical industry, there

may be more testing options or procedures than insurance or a patient is able to afford.

An embodiment of the system according to the present invention may be used to

determine which tests or procedures may have the most benefit to the patient. These

industries are for example purposes only, and do not include all the industries to which

the invention may be applied. Further, although various aspects of the present invention

may be applied to banking fraud detection systems, it should be appreciated that other

types of fraud detection systems (e.g., prescription fraud) may also benefit by various

improvements described herein.

[0068] The techniques described above can be implemented in digital electronic

circuitry, or in computer hardware, firmware, software executing on a computer, or in

combinations of them. The techniques can be implemented as a computer program

product, i.e., a computer program tangibly embodied in tangible, machine-readable

storage medium, for execution by, or to control the operation of, data processing

apparatus, e.g., a programmable processor, a computer, or multiple computers. A

computer program can be written in any form of programming language, including

compiled or interpreted languages, and it can be deployed in any form, including as a

stand-alone program or as a module, component, subroutine, or other unit suitable for use

in a computing environment. A computer program can be deployed to be executed on

one computer or on multiple computers at one site or distributed across multiple sites and

interconnected by a communication network.

[0069] Method steps of the techniques described herein can be performed by one or more

programmable processors executing a computer program to perform functions described

herein by operating on input data and generating output. Method steps can also be

performed by, and apparatus of the invention can be implemented as, special purpose

logic circuitry, e.g., an FPGA (field programmable gate array) or an ASIC (application-

specific integrated circuit). Applications can refer to portions of the computer program

and/or the processor/special circuitry that implements that functionality.



[0070] Processors suitable for the execution of a computer program include, by way of

example, both general and special purpose microprocessors, and any one or more

processors of any kind of digital computer. Generally, a processor will receive

instructions and data from a read-only memory or a random access memory or both. The

essential elements of a computer are a processor for executing instructions and one or

more memory devices for storing instructions and data. Generally, a computer will also

include, or be operatively coupled to receive data from or transfer data to, or both, one or

more mass storage devices for storing data, e.g., magnetic, magneto-optical disks, or

optical disks. Storage media suitable for embodying computer program instructions and

data include all forms of non-volatile memory, including by way of example

semiconductor memory devices, e.g., EPROM, EEPROM, and flash memory devices;

magnetic disks, e.g., internal hard disks or removable disks; magneto-optical disks; and

CD-ROM and DVD-ROM disks. The processor and the memory can be supplemented

by, or incorporated in special purpose logic circuitry.

[0071] A computing system implementing the invention can include clients and servers.

A client and server are generally remote from each other and typically interact over a

communication network. The relationship of client and server arises by virtue of

computer programs running on the respective computers and having a client-server

relationship to each other.

[0072] Having described various embodiments of the invention, it will now become

apparent to one of skill in the art that other embodiments incorporating the concepts may

be used. For example, although the contents of this document describe the application of

this invention to mobile phones, it is potentially applicable to a variety of mobile devices.

It is felt, therefore, that these embodiments should not be limited to the disclosed

embodiments, but rather should be limited only by the spirit and scope of the following

claims.

[0073] What is claimed is:



CLAIMS

1. A system for analyzing investment in time and resources in reviewing potential

fraud activities, comprising:

a database adapted to store historical data, the historical data comprising a first

plurality of potential fraud items having a first type and a second plurality of potential

fraud items having a second type, each of the first and second plurality of potential data

items having a fraud determination and an associated monetary value;

a score generator adapted to assign a relative score to each of the potential fraud

items within the first and second plurality of fraud items;

a calculator adapted to calculate a cumulative monetary value for each relative

score, the cumulative monetary value being the summation of associated monetary values

for all potential fraud items having relative scores up to and including the relative score;

and

a component adapted to determine a maximum cumulative monetary value and

corresponding relative score.

2 . The system of claim 1, further comprising a queue generator adapted to

determine, based on the corresponding relative score, an order of potential fraud items in

a set to analyze.

3 . The system of claim 1, further comprising a current fraud analyzer that is adapted

to use the corresponding relative score to determine which potential fraud items in the set

to analyze.

4 . The system of claim 1, further comprising a component adapted to generate a

graph of the cumulative monetary values as a function of relative score, prior to

determining the maximum cumulative value.

5 . The system of claim 1, wherein the associated monetary value of potential fraud

items having a positive fraud determination is a function of money saved in preventing a

fraud event and a cost to investigate the potential fraud item.



6 . The system of claim 5, wherein the associated monetary value of potential fraud

items includes variable value, fixed costs and variable costs.

7 . The system of claim 6, wherein the fixed costs include a system implementation

cost, a system maintenance cost, and a human resource cost.

8. The system of claim 6, wherein the variable costs include a cost analyst's time, a

false action rate and a cost of a false action.

9 . The system of claim 6, wherein the variable value includes a savings if a value

transfer is prevented, a probability preventing a value transfer when taking action, a rate

of false inaction, and a cost associated with inaction.

10. The system of claim 1, wherein the associated monetary value of potential fraud

items having a negative fraud determination is a function of a cost to investigate the

potential fraud item.

11. The system of claim 1, wherein the score generator is adapted to:

assign first numerical scores to each potential fraud item within the first plurality

of fraud items;

assign second numerical scores to each potential fraud item within the second

plurality of potential fraud items;

apply a normalizing function to the second numerical scores to generate

normalized numerical scores; and

use the first numerical scores and the normalized numerical scores as the relative

scores.

12. The system of claim 1, wherein the score generator uses a fraud detection model

to detect fraud.

13. The system of claim 12, wherein the fraud detection model includes a normalizing

function.

14. The system of claim 12, wherein the fraud detection model performs an act of

generating a score for each of the potential fraud items.



15. The system of claim 14, further comprising a component adapted to approximate

an anticipated return on investment value associated with analyzing for each of the

plurality of potential fraud items.

16. The system of claim 15, wherein the component adapted to determine the

maximum cumulative monetary value and corresponding relative score further comprises

a component that determines an anticipated return on investment values.

17. A computer-readable medium comprising computer-executable instructions that,

when executed on a processor of a server, perform a method for analyzing investment in

time and resources in reviewing potential fraud activities, comprising acts of:

(a) storing historical data in a database, the historical data comprising a first

plurality of potential fraud items having a first type and a second plurality of potential

fraud items having a second type, each of the first and second plurality of potential data

items having a fraud determination and an associated monetary value;

(b) assigning a relative score to each of the potential fraud items within the first

and second plurality of fraud items;

(c) calculating a cumulative monetary value for each relative score, the

cumulative monetary value being the summation of associated monetary values for all

potential fraud items having relative scores up to and including the relative score; and

(d) determining a maximum cumulative monetary value and corresponding

relative score.

18. A computer system comprising:

a memory;

a display; and

a processor adaptively coupled to the memory and programmed to render a

graphical user interface for analyzing investment in time and resources in

reviewing potential fraud activities, the graphical user interface comprising:

a first display area configured to display a plurality of fraud items,

wherein the first display area is adapted to display an ordered list of fraud items



based on a monetary value determined for each of the respective plurality of fraud

items.

19. The computer system according to claim 18, wherein the graphical user interface

is adapted to display to a user an indication of at least one monetary value determined for

at least one respective fraud item.

20. The computer system according to claim 18, wherein the graphical user interface

is adapted to display a cumulative monetary value for at least one of the plurality of fraud

items.

21. The computer system according to claim 18, wherein the graphical user interface

is adapted to display cumulative monetary values for at least two respective ones of the

plurality of fraud items, and wherein the graphical user interface is adapted to indicate a

maximum monetary value among the displayed cumulative monetary values.

22. A computer-implemented method for analyzing investment in time and resources in

reviewing potential fraud activities, comprising acts of:

(a) storing historical data in a database, the historical data comprising a first

plurality of potential fraud items having a first type and a second plurality of potential

fraud items having a second type, each of the first and second plurality of potential data

items having a fraud determination and an associated monetary value;

(b) assigning a relative score to each of the potential fraud items within the first

and second plurality of fraud items;

(c) calculating a cumulative monetary value for each relative score, the

cumulative monetary value being the summation of associated monetary values for all

potential fraud items having relative scores up to and including the relative score; and

(d) determining a maximum cumulative monetary value and corresponding

relative score.

23. The method of claim 22, further comprising an act of using the corresponding

relative score to determine which potential fraud items in a set to analyze.



24. The method of claim 23, further comprising an act of using the corresponding

relative score to determine which potential fraud items in a plurality of sets to analyze.

25. The method of claim 23, wherein a historical fraud analyzer performs acts (a) -

(d) and a current fraud analyzer performs an act of using the corresponding relative score

to determine which potential fraud items in the set to analyze.

26. The method of claim 22, further comprising an act of generating a graph of the

cumulative monetary values as a function of relative score, prior to performing the act of

determining the maximum cumulative value.

27. The method of claim 22, wherein the associated monetary value of potential fraud

items having a positive fraud determination is a function of money saved in preventing a

fraud event and a cost to investigate the potential fraud item.

28. The method of claim 27, wherein the associated monetary value of potential fraud

items includes variable value, fixed costs and variable costs.

29. The method of claim 28, wherein the fixed costs include a system implementation

cost, a system maintenance cost, and a human resource cost.

30. The method of claim 28, wherein the variable costs include a cost analyst's time,

a false action rate and a cost of a false action.

31. The method of claim 28, wherein the variable value includes a savings if a value

transfer is prevented, a probability preventing a value transfer when taking action, a rate

of false inaction, and a cost associated with inaction.

32. The method of claim 22, wherein the associated monetary value of potential fraud

items having a negative fraud determination is a function of a cost to investigate the

potential fraud item.

33. The method of claim 22, wherein the act of assigning a relative score to each of

the potential fraud items further comprises acts of:



assigning first numerical scores to each potential fraud item within the first

plurality of fraud items;

assigning second numerical scores to each potential fraud item within the second

plurality of potential fraud items;

applying a normalizing function to the second numerical scores to generate

normalized numerical scores; and

using the first numerical scores and the normalized numerical scores as the

relative scores.

34. The method of claim 22, wherein the act of assigning a relative score to each of

the potential fraud items further comprises an act of using a fraud detection model to

detect fraud.

35. The method of claim 34, wherein the fraud detection model includes a

normalizing function.

36. The method of claim 34, wherein the fraud detection model performs an act of

generating a score for each of the potential fraud items.

37. The method of claim 36, further comprising the act of approximating an

anticipated return on investment value associated with analyzing for each of the plurality

of potential fraud items.

38. The method of claim 37, wherein the act of determining the maximum cumulative

monetary value and corresponding relative score further comprises an act of using the

anticipated return on investment values.

39. The method of claim 34, wherein a first fraud detection model is used to assign

relative scores to each potential fraud item within the first plurality of fraud items and a

second fraud detection model is used to assign relative scores to each potential fraud item

within the second plurality of fraud items.



40. The method of claim 39, wherein the first fraud detection model includes a first

normalizing function and the second fraud detection model includes a second

normalizing function.

41. The method of claim 39, further comprising:

repeating acts (b) - (d) for a plurality of first fraud detection models to generate a

plurality of maximum cumulative values and corresponding relative scores; and

comparing the plurality of first fraud detection models using the plurality of

maximum cumulative values and corresponding relative scores.

42. The method of claim 33, wherein the act of assigning a relative score to each of

the potential fraud items further comprises acts of:

applying a series of normalizing functions to the second numerical scores to

generate a series of normalized numerical scores; and

generating a series of relative scores using the first numerical scores and the series

of normalized numerical scores; and

wherein the method further comprises the acts of:

repeating acts (c) and (d) for each of the series of relative scores to generate a

series maximum cumulative monetary values and corresponding relative scores; and

determining a greatest maximum cumulative monetary value and corresponding

normalizing function.

43. The method of claim 42, further comprising generating a graph of the series of

maximum cumulative monetary values as a function of normalizing factor, prior to the

act of determining the greatest maximum cumulative value.

44. The method of claim 23, where in the act of using the corresponding relative

score to determine which potential fraud items in the set to analyze further comprises

selecting the potential fraud items in the set having a numerical score greater than or

equal to the corresponding relative score for further analysis.

45. The method of claim 22, wherein the first type of fraud is selected from the group

consisting of: first party fraud, third party fraud and collusive fraud.



46. The method of claim 45, wherein the second type of fraud is different than the

first type of fraud and is selected from the group consisting of: first party fraud, third

party fraud and collusive fraud.

47. The method of claim 34, further comprising the act of using the maximum

cumulative monetary value to modify the fraud detection model.

48. The method of claim 47, wherein the fraud detection model is defined using a

plurality of parameters and wherein the act of using the maximum cumulative monetary

value to modify the fraud detection model further comprises deforming at least one of the

plurality of parameters to change the maximum cumulative monetary value.

49. The method according to claim 22, wherein acts (a)-(d) are performed by a fraud

detection system.
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